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Warm weather directly correlates to an increase in crime, says Winona State's Director of Security Don Walski. People are
more inclined to drink alcoholic beverages outdors, increasing the chance of a crime.

Lindsey Holl
WINONAN
Spring has arrived, and students who
have been "cooped up" all winter are
finally getting outside to enjoy the warmer
weather.
Unfortunately, spring can also mean that
the crime rates rise with the temperatures.
Don Walski, Winona State University
security director, said the reason warm
weather affects crime rates is because
people who have been inside during the
cold can finally get outside where they are

Phone: (507) 457-5119

more likely to commit noise violations, get
into fights and drink alcoholic beverages
outdoors.
He said disturbances on campus,
fights and sexual assaults usually involve
alcohol.
Such incidents are rare, but alcohol
use increases the happenings, especially if
one or more participants have consumed,
explained Walski.
Walski said that because Winona State
runs in semesters instead of quarters, it is
not as affected by the issue of warm weather
violence as it used to be.

He said because the school year ends
earlier, there is not as much warm weather
before students leave to go back home for
the summer.
Winona State has about two to three
simple assaults on campus each year.
Walski described simple assaults as
being more of a "push-and-shove" type
fight, with an occasional punch to the nose.
Alcohol consumption is the biggest

See SECURITY, Page 10
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Senate tracks average Winona State student debt
'You Bet We're in Debt' site calculates a $16K average per student
Ronnie Lange!
Photo Illustration by Doug Sundin
WINONAN

"It's scary, but thank God I'm in a major where I
can hopefully get a job right after school," she said.
Esperson, who plans to find a job with a hospital in
the Twin Cities area, is also looking at living with her
family until she is more financially stable.
A student and his money are soon parted.
"Six to nine months is a good buffer," said EsperWinona State University student senators on the
son.
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Work-study jobs were also given to 230 students,
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the student senate webpage and add their own amount
of expected debt along with their major, hometown
and graduation date.
For security purposes, students are also required
to input their student ID number, said Howden.
Students have

GLBTA club to participate in silent national wo
Elena Grimm
WINONAN
On Wednesday, April 26, gays, lesbians and their
allies will not be speaking out for their rights.
Instead, they will take a nine hour vow of silence,
along with half a million other students in the nationwide Day of Silence.
This is the third year that Winona State University
students from the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Allies Partnership will participate in the Day
of Silence event to demonstrate how gays have been
harassed and discriminated against—in effect, silenced—on an everyday basis.
GLBTA Partnership president Jason Staskus estimates 50 or more Winona State students will participate in the Day of Silence, which is the club's biggest
campus event.
The event starts at the time the students wake up.
To communicate their silent protest to others, participants will sport purple T-shirts that read "Gay? Fine
by me" and pass out cards that explain the event.
From 11:00 a.m. to noon in the Art Tye Lounge,
students in the Persuasion and Gay Civil Rights class
will read poems and show video clips of the silencing
of GLBT people.
Communication studies professor Dan Lintin
teaches the class, and said that he hopes for greater
appreciation of what it means to be gay or lesbian in
society.

At 3:30 p.m., the group will gather in the courtyard
and break the silence in a loud scream.
A documentary on gay marriage will end the silent
protest. Staskus said the purpose of Day of Silence is to allow GLBT people to be visible and comfortable with
their presence.
"A lot of times, you don't see these people," he
said.
Gays and lesbians often hide their identity because
they are in an uncomfortable environment, he said.
The silencing, Staskus explained, is usually through
subtle vibes and attitudes from others. An example
is hearing classmates complain about a test being
"gay. ,,
Lintin said that anti-gay sentiment and anti-gay
movements often force gay or lesbian people back
into the closet.
Proposed amendments to the U.S. and state constitutions in recent years, defining marriage as between
one man and one woman, have caused the two movements to meet head to head.
Lintin said that about one-third of the population
supports gay rights, one-third opposes gay rights, and
one-third remains in the middle, either by not caring
about the issue or not knowing enough about it.
In Wisconsin, the amendrnent already passed both
houses and will be left up to voters in November.
In Minnesota, the constitutional amendment passed
in the House 77-56 and was sent to the Senate earlier
this month.

Though a Senate committee narrowly defeated the
bill 5-4, it is still a major issue in the current legislative session.
If passed, the marriage question will also be placed
on the ballot in November 2006.
Though heated legislation surrounds those in the
gay and lesbian community, the Day of Silence is not
in protest of the anti-gay marriage amendment.
"This one really is about students not feeling who
they are," Lintin said.
Staskus agreed. "Bringing politics into it can muddy the waters a bit."
He said that the Day of Silence is not about politics,
but about providing a safe, comfortable environment
for everyone.
"It's about respect," Staskus said. "You may not
agree with one's sexual orientation, but you don't
have to make their college experience any more difficult than it has to be."
To sign up for the Day of Silence, contact Travis
Allen at TJAllen4137@winona.edu .
GLBTA Partnership meetings are held every Thursday at 6 p.m. in the Student Union Conference Room.
More information is available at http://studentclubs.
winona.edu/glbta/main.htm.
Reach Elena at ERGrimm2702@winona.edu

Winona State looking into alternative transit options
Tony Borreson
WINONAN
Winona State University will most
likely be outsourcing part of its shuttle
service to the city of Winona beginning
next year, said Don Walski, director of
security and head of the transit service.
The shift in service will replace the
current 14-passenger vans with 28-passenger buses between 6 p.m. and 2:30
a.m. Monday through Friday, excluding
breaks and holidays.
The student-driven vans will continue
to run on weekends.
Walski said he is not sure of the final
cost because he is waiting for charges
from the city, but he said the current
$55,000 budget will likely be lowered
by $5,000 to $10,000.
He said the city will charge $27.40
per hour.
The student senate unanimously approved the proposal in its meeting April
5.
Jared Stene, sophomore senator and
chair of the student services committee, said he agrees with the proposal

because of the lowered costs.
The plan's final step is administration
approval.
Walski said he sees no reason why the
plan should not be endorsed. He cited
the lowered costs and reduced congestion of passengers.
Walski said the schedule has not been
set yet, but it will probably move faster
than the current schedule. It will spend
shorter periods of time at each stop, to
prevent overcrowding.
He also said the service will probably
serve west campus more heavily than
East Lake because of higher demand.
Walski said he will seek input from
students to plan the schedule.
Stene said he and the student
services committee will also be
involved with the final sched.
ule.
Another reason Walski said
the transit service is being handed over to the city is the cost of
Maintaining the current fleet.
One of the vans. is "nickel and
diming us," said Walski.
Before the advent of the pro-

posal to contract the service, Walski was
given a one-time allotment of $10,000
dollars to purchase a new van.
If the university did purchase another
van, it would only seat 12, said Walski.
This would cause more congestion to
the already tight situation.
He said the Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities board has prohibited
the purchase of the current 15-passenger vans, because they are top-heavy.
Reach
Tony .
AJBorres6928@winona.edu
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University offers options for early tuition due date
Kelly Mullins
WINONAN
Winona State University students
who are unable to pay tuition at next
year's Sept. 1, 2006, due date have options in place to avoid being dropped
from their classes, according to the Fall
2006 payment procedures, effective
March 28, 2006.
The procedures state that for a fee
of $30, students can be automatically
entered into a payment plan in which
they only have to pay $300 on Sept.
1, based on MnSCU's Tuition and Fee
Due Dates, Refunds, Withdrawals and
Waivers policy 5.12, effective Aug. 15,
2006.
Students who have not paid their tuition in full by the new due date and
who have a valid Financial Aid Appli-

cation (FAFSA) received by Winona
State, a valid Third Party Payment and
a valid Employee Tuition Waiver, both
received by Winona State University
Accounts or who have checked into
Winona State housing prior to Sept.
1, 2006 will not be dropped from their
classes and will automatically be placed
on a payment plan, as stated in the procedures.
The payment plan for full-time students consists of paying the initial $300
on Sept. 1, 2006, one-third of the outstanding balance on Sept. 29, 2006,
one-half of the outstanding balance on
Oct. 27 and the remaining balance on
Nov. 24, 2006.
David Thorn, director of student accounts, said, "If you haven't checked
into Winona State Housing, if you
haven't turned in a FAFSA, if you don't

have a tuition waiver, if you don't have
a Third Party Payment authorization,
you need to pay $300 or more or you're
going to get dropped.
"You don't have to set up a payment
plan. You don't have to do anything besides make a $300 payment and you're
[automatically] on the payment plan.
You don't have to sign anything. You
don't have to come in. You don't have
to do anything other than make the payment," said Thorn.
Rotney O'Shea, a senior student senator and an international student representative on MSUSA, said he has concerns about this new policy's effect on
international and low-income students.
"It's a bad policy, it affects everybody,
especially low-income students and international students," said O'Shea,
"This policy is going to hurt every
student," he said. "But I
believe, in my position,
international students are
going to be hurt more be-

cause of the process they have to go
through to get their money."
O'Shea said it can take up to two
months for money to transfer overseas.
"It's a headache for Winona State
that we don't need. It's a headache that
the student body doesn't need and the
administration doesn't need," O'Shea
said. "But there's nothing we can do
now. We just have to work with it."
O'Shea said that his main concerns
are what will be done about international students here on student visas who
get dropped from their classes and will
therefore face deportation.
Thorn said, "This is not about making people drop out of school. This is
about coming up with a uniform way
across the state [for students to pay
their tuition]."
Reach
Kelly
KLMullin5759@winona.edu
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The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience that marks the beginning of
your career as an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.

Well, the WINONAN is nothing
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however, if you dig news
then
the WINONAN is the right place
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To learn more about Army ROTC and the Leader's Training Course
contact The Department of Military Science at 785-6760 today!
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Jim Disrude, a WXOW fill-in sports anchor, talked to students about his professional
field and what to expect after graduation and how to find their first jobs. Kate Schott,
a reporter at the La Crosse Tribune, also added insight along with four others during
the Mass Communication "Real World" event Monday night.

'Real World' puts jobs in perspective
Kate Weber
WINONAN
Experts from advertising,
photojournalism, journalism,
TV, radio and public relations
came to offer insight into their
perspective professions Monday, April 17 at Stark Auditorium in "The Real World,"
sponsored by Winona State's
National Broadcasting Society.
Professionals were on hand
to answer questions, to tell
students how they got their
start in the business and what
they look for when hiring.
Guest speaker Steve Johnston, creative director/animator for WOW Factory, talked
about how important the resume and portfolio is for anyone looking for his/her perfect
job.
"Treat your resume and
portfolio like it's everything
to you—like it is worth want
you want to make [at the job

you are applying for]," Johnston said.
Each speaker stressed how
perspective employers look to
the resume and cover letter for
insight into each applicant and
how he/she would fit into the
working relationship of the
company.
Kate Schott, a La Crosse
Tribune reporter, gave advice
to students to make their resumes stand out from the pack.
She recommended to create a
resume in InDesign or Quark
to personalize the layout and
to avoid the "Word document"
format.
Photo editor and chief photographer at the Winona Daily
News James A. Bowey also
told students to stand out by
knowing themselves and what
they can do for a company.
"Make your mark," Bowey
said. "You have to begin to
stand for something. Get specific."
Bowey, an adjunct professor

at Winona State, said that
although classes are important, a student's resume and
portfolio should take top
priority.
"You are not here to get
a degree," Bowey said.
"The reason you are here is
to create your resume and
your portfolio."
Students had the opportunity to ask individual questions to the speakers as well
as meet them afterwords
and make contacts.
Communications studies
major Lindsay Mabry said
she gained insight from the
event.
"I thought I would be getting a good job right out of
college, but I have learned
now that the hard road is
just ahead and that college
may be the easiest part of
the next five years," Mabry
said. "I'm glad I'm not a
mass comm major!"
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Religious scholar to lecture
The WSU Lyceum presents
a lecture by scholar and author
Karen Armstrong, 7:00 p.m. on
Thursday, April 20 in Somsen
Auditorium.
Karen Armstrong is one of the
foremost commentators on reli■
_
gious affairs.
A former Roman Catholic nun
and instructor at London's prestigious Leo Baeck College for the
Training of Rabbis, she is the author of the international bestseller
The History of God (1993) and
played a key role in Bill Moyer's
popular PBS series on religion.
Armstrong is also the best selling author of Jerusalem: One City,
Three Faiths (1997), The Battle
for God (2000), Islam: A Short
History (2000), Buddha (2000),
Muhammad: A Prophet For Our
Time (2005) and The Spiral Staircase (2005).

Anthaneum
proposals due

Her latest book, The Great Transformation: The Beginning of Our
Religious Tradition (2006), will be
the topic of her presentation for the
Lyceum series.
In the book, Armstrong describes
the people's of four distinct regions
Of the civilized world and how they
created the religious and philosophical traditions that have continued
today.
As part of Armstrong's campus
visit, she will be visiting an open
class in the Minne Student-Faculty
lounge on the second floor of Minne
Hall from 2-3:30 p.m.
There will also be a reception in
the Lourdes Hall café at 5 p.m.
Karen Armstrong's visit is sponsored by the WSU Lyceum Committee, the Women's and Gender Studies and the WILL program, and the
Residential College program.

The Library Athenaeum Series
invites the scholarly community to
submit program and event proposals
for the Fall 2006 semester. Applications are available at: http://www.
winona.edu/library/athenaeum/athenaewn_applicaition_form.doc.
application review begins Tuesday,
April 11.
The purpose of the Athenaeum is
to host events that explore and enhance the intellectual life of the University and the region. These events
include lectures, readings, discussions, seminars, performance arts
and other educational experiences.
Proposals may be emailed to
Joe Jackson at: jjackson@winona.
edu, or sent through campus mail to
Room 103, Krueger Library.
More information on the current
Library Athenaeum Series is available at: http://www.winona.edu/library/athenaeum.

Dance Society to host informal concert free to public
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New WINONA COHORT forming in MAY 2006
Attend an upcoming information session at the Toner Center, Winona campus:

THURSDAY, MARCH 16, anytime from 3-6:30 p.m.

The Winona State Dance Society
is hosting an interactive and informal dance concert on Wednesday,
April 19 at 7:00 p.m. at the Lourdes
Hall South Lounge on West Campus.
The event is open to the public
and will showcase various types of
dance which reflect the club members' and other cultural dances.
Dance Society believes dance is
not reserved only for those who take
technique classes, but is available
for all to share.
The informal dance concert will

display a broad range of dances in
this event. Dances include traditional as well as modern, and range from
hip hop to native/cultural. There will
also be a chance for the audience to
dance with the club members.
The informal dance concert is free
to the public, however the Dance
Society is encouraging donations
for the cause of repairing Elvis the
Pelvis—the beloved anatomy learning tool for the dance department.
Contact LatrishaGreenformore information at ldgreen6974@winona.
edu or 507-452-7974.
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THURSDAY, APRIL 13, anytime from 3-6:30 p.m.
For more information and to RSVP, please contact associate program director
Nelson Updaw by calling toll-free
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nupdaw@smumn.edu or visit us online at www.smumn.edu
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Winona State football Leadership Institue hosts Economic Summit
Winona State University's what this means for our regional areas: building and retaining our
talent base, the work environment
Leadership
Institute and the Col- workforce.
team hosts golf outing lege of Business
The findings of Winona State's and the quality of life and place.
presents the sixth
The Winona State University football team will be
hosting a "Family and Friends Golf Outing" on Saturday, April 22. A spring football game will follow.
Many friends and family members of the players will
be attending, but the team would like to extend an invitation for all Winona State students and faculty to join
in on a round of golf and a spring football.
The cost is $60 per person and it includes 18 holes
of golf, BBQ lunch, continental breakfast, a gift pack,
pin events and a chance to win 1st, 10th, 20th and Last
place prizes. All of the proceeds to to Warrior football.
Registration starts at 7 a.m. at the Cedar Valley Golf
Course in Winona, Minn., and burgers and hotdogs will
be served at 1 p.m. A football game will follow at 4:30
p.m. at Maxwell Field at Midwest Wireless Stadium.
For more information, contact Tom Sawyer at 507457-5213.

annual Economic Summit from 8
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
April 25, at the Tau Center. The
event is sponsored by Merchant's
Bank.
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis President Gary Stern
will be the keynote speaker. His
discussion, "Economic Conditions and Outlook: Fundamentals
vs. Risks," will address the current state of the U.S. economy.
Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development's Regional Analyst
Jennifer Ridgeway will present
information about the recent large
structural shifts in the economy
and labor markets and interpret

first Southeast Minnesota Business Sentiment Monitor will be
announced by Kim Snyder, a faculty member in Winona State's
College of Business. This important initiative was launched this
spring and is the first in a series of
periodic surveys of business leaders and owners. The information
will provide a useful gauge of the
business and economic climate in
the region.
The Summit will conclude
with a panel presentation of area
business leaders who have been
meeting since early February to
discuss current workforce availability issues. The presentation
will revolve around three key

The panel will report their findings and make recommendations
for action.
Cost of the Summit is $20 for
Winona State faculty and staff.
Pre-registration is required. For
registration information., call
Winona State's Leadership Institute at 507-457-2963, email
leadership@winona.edu or visit
www.winona.edu/oced/leadershipinstitute/ecsummit.htm.
If you are paying with departmental funds, a signed 1400 form
should be submitted to the OCED
office in Somsen 109 along with
your registration form.

Apr. 10

8:26 a,m. —A student reported that his locked bike was
stolen from a bike rack outside of Morey Hall sometime
between Apr. 7 and Apr, 9.
ent re
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fat another resident 'o
s belonging to her.
Ind the items were re

More men and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening injuries than ever before
for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the
most advanced training and have access to the best medical technology on the planet. And whether
you're treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that
training to use. If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online.

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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issue of responsibility

Samuel KeaneRudolph
Op/Ed Columnist

tAirainalay
MAW

Desiglie

You should always listen to
old wizened wrinkly bald men
who are smiling and offer you
advice. The last one I met told
me this: Freedom has a simple,
one-word definition: sresponsibility. I asked him to elaborate further, and then he simply
told me that it was supposed
to thicken the plot. I wasn't
supposed to understand it, but
by the end of the article I was
supposed to be saying "Ah, so
that's what he meant when he
said..." and that would nicely
wrap up this week's column.
The smiling bald man would
be surprised how many words
can be generated out of his oneword definition.
As anyone who has ever
worked out or come off a mobility-limiting injury can tell
you, muscles which aren't exercised regularly will degrade.
The lack of use causes them to
shrivel up and weaken. Like
muscles, freedom must be dai-

ly exercised so that it does not
disappear. Exercising freedom
is a responsibility for those
who have it.
Yet we are all too happy to
give it away in,the r name of security, in the name of comfort,
in the name of peace. Even
when we are most complacent,
when we feel as though nothing threatens our rights and liberties and freedoms, they will
wither from disuse.
What has complacency cost
us? It's turned us away from
the strength of the individual
and the importance of individual choices. We turn over
control of our education to the
government, and in turn, we
surrendered responsibility for
parenting to our educators. We
turn over control of our medical care to our HMOs and our
insurance companies. We can't
even be responsible for not
spilling what is obviously a hot
cup of coffee on our lap. Sure,

we like to believe that the
government we have entrusted
with all of this will safeguard
what we have given into their
care.
What happens when we plaqe
responsibility for our actions
and our lives into the hands of
the government? They take responsibility for our actions and
our lives, and suddenly we find
that responsibility and control
go hand in hand.
Once we turned to public
education, we found that we
could not choose what and
where our children learned.
Once we offered responsibility
for our health care to the insurance bureaucracy, we found
that we could no longer choose
what doctors we went to for
care. And I shudder to imagine
what we lost when we gave up
responsibility for being aware
of the temperature of steaming
coffee.
If you want to keep your

freedom, then retake responsibility for maintaining it.
In the words of Robert Heinlein, "...those noble experiments failed because the people
hactbeen led to.believe that they
could simply vote for whatever
they wanted... and get it, without toil, without sweat, without
tears...The best things in life
are beyond money; their price
is agony and sweat and devotion...and the price demanded
for the most precious of all
things in life is life itself—ultimate cost for perfect value."
Freedom in exchange for responsibility.
Reach
Samuel
at
SKeaneRu4088@winona.edu

Caution: exams ahead T Want a job in the fall?
time is over-booked here on out
for projects, papers and studying.
But, it's the same for everyone. Everyone is stressed out,
everyone is busy, and there's always something to do or worry
about.
So suck it up.
There isn't time to worry
about all the things you have to
do anymore. Go to the library,
pick one thing and, as Nike
used to say, "Just do it."
Don't settle for less today
only to regret it tomorrow.
Carpe Diem fellow students,
Carpe Diem.
Oh, and about the pope...
...he got it from the Cardinal.

Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist

.10.o..
v:Li5 1.s.s

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.
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The pope has bird flu.
I hope Easter was a blast because it's back to the grind for
the rest of the semester.
Motivation is lacking, brain
power; gone. We are halfway
through April yet have half
of the semester to go as far as
work. The next few weeks will
make up roughly 50% of our
grades.
The pile of work only seems
to get larger these days. Our

Kate Weber, Editor-in-Chief

Reach Carl at
CRHunter6218@winona.edu

Winonan Winona.edu
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The Winonan is now hiring for
the 2006-2007 school year!
Positions available:
Graphic Design Intern
Photographer
News Reporter
Features Reporter
Movie Reviewer
Distribution Manager

Pick up an application in the Winonan offices and get the experience
you need before you graduate!

(507) 457-5119

Letters to the Editor
AAC caption misinforming
students
K. Diem Nguyen
Biology
Junior
Did you miss the whole point
or are we not obvious enough?
' r Hello to whom- ever wrote
the small caption for Taste of
Asia and never had the intention of being accurate!
I am extremely shocked and
offended by the Winonan. The
caption for the Taste of Asia
was incorrect and defeats the
whole purpose of our documentary, P.S. I'm Asian . The AAC
spend a lot of time and effort
in creating a video that would
show our differences between
International student on campus and Asian Americans.
However, the Winonan staff
seemed to have overlooked it.
I also question if they attended
the event to write an accurate
article because the Vietnamese
dancers were canceled and replaced with other performances. It seems to me they just
pulled it out of the flyer/press
release we sent out. I think the
Asian American Club deserves
•

a correction in the next issue
or the integrity of the Winonan
will be questioned!

Main purpose of Taste of
Asia not represented
Thao Le
SOcial Work
Junior
This is a letter of complain
in regards to the caption about
the Asian American Fair that
was published in the Winonan
on Wednesday, April 12.
First of all, the Winonan did
not write a full article about our
Fair but substituted it with a
small picture and an incorrect
caption. The main purpose of
the Asian American Fair was to
educate the Winona community
and the students at the University about Asian American students here on campus. A documentary was shown during the
Fair titled "P.S. I'm Asian", its
intention was to clarify that we
are not International students
but ordinary students just like
every other person here on
campus with the exception that
we are Asian Americans.

I personally thought that our
Fair was successful due to the
overwhelming praises that we
received from the community
members after the show but
sadly our own peers here at Winona State, especially the individual who wrote the caption
for the picture stated that we
are international studerits did
not see the difference.
Let me take to time to make
it clear one more time, We are
not international students. It is
truly a disappointment to see
the staff of the Winonan contributes to the misguided stereotypes that we try so hard to
tear down.

Facts incorrect in caption
of club event
Emily Feehan
Art
Junior

happen. We recently had our
Taste of Asia event and were
very proud of it. It was our first
time doing something other
than a formal dinner. We were
glad to see that the newspaper
had joined us until an article
was printed about us. The Winonan had a picture from the
event and had a description under neath, which read,
"The Asian American Club
sponsored "Taste of Asia" last
Saturday. The event included
a feast of Asian dishes and the
documentary movie, "P.S. I'm
Asian." Club members made
the film to show their struggles as International students.
Other entertainment included
Vietnamese dancers, videos,
display booths and Asian music.". The sad part about this
description was that it was
completely incorrect. The document, "P.S. I'm Asian" was

The Asian American Club works very
hard every year just
as every other club
does. This year
we worked hard to
make a new event

not to tell of struggles of being
an International student, but to
help others realize that we are
not international students and
to recognize us as asian americans, hence our club name.
The club members even had a
discussion panel afterwards to
help people understand what
they saw. In the past years
we have read articles where
there is barely mentioning of
us but more of the attention on
international events. That is
fine, but we worked very hard
to clear up the confusion that
many people have about us.
I along with the rest of the
club would appreciate a correction due to the fact that this
person obviously did not attend
the event with the intention to
have all the facts correct.

1-ms,
tat

Logan

Spring shows its skin

antsy-in-the-pantsy, a little crazy and apparently
more willing to take off
their clothes.
The first day of spring,
when the thermometer
jumps up to 60 degrees, is
a great excuse to grill out,
have a beer and socialize
Laura Greene
with friends while enjoyCopy Editor
ing the end of a long, dark
Oh, for the love of winter.
What an opportunity
spring.
Nothing compares to to don those summertime
skipping class and run- mini-skirts, halter-tops
ning out into the beauti- and flip flops.
Or not.
ful, pure spring sunshine.
If there is one thing
(Not that I do that if any
of my professors are that I hate about spring,
it is the overzealous skirt
reading.)
Everyone gets a little wearer.

Ok, so 60 degrees
might be warm enough
for a halter-top and flip
flops, but seriously, it's
still spring—not midJuly—and adding a skirt
to the mix is just plain
out of season.
There are plenty of
chances to show off
your legs still ahead—in
the summer.
Some of you might
want to think about tanning your legs before
you decide to blind us
with their whiteness.
Work your way upstart with jeans, then capris, then skirts.

"A
BUCK A LINE"
Last chance to say g'bye to your
fellow graduates??
The Winonan's got cha covered!
Purchase "shout out space" in the
2006 Graduation issue!

crazy memories • jokes • confessions • hook ups
break ups • embarrassing moments
dirty lil secrets • revenge • whatever!

NOW's your chance to get 'ern OUT!
Stop down at the Winonan office
(in lower Kryzsko Commons)

Wednesday
April 1 9th
Don't wait too long, the DEADLINE is: 9 pm

to drop . off your lines and
money in the drop box.

OulEd
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Farewell to Four Art6 Pi itterlointent

Departing library staff has 142 combined years of service
Will Maravelas
WINONAN
Winona State University's
Darrell W. Krueger Library
won't be the same after four familiar faces retire on May 4.
Library technicians Marcia
Schultz, Roy Smith and Paula
Stephens and reference librarian Bill Palzer each have more
than 30 years of service at Winona State and a combined total
of 142 years of service.
Palzer smiled as he tried
to figure out where the time
went since the day he started in
1970.
His main duty includes as-

sisting students with library information searches.
Palzer guides students in
the right direction—helping
them locate references and
making suggestions on where
to look for answers.
Palzer said "I'm just looking forward to not having to
look at an alarm clock."
Palzer said he has enjoyed
his experience at Winona
State, and that he has "no complaints."
"Being around students
helps to keep you young," he
said. "I don't feel like I've been
here as long as I have."
Palzer said the Performing

Does your job stink...Iiterally????
Tired of ending your shift in a BAR or RESTAURANT
with nasty smelling clothes?
If you work in a BAR or RESTAURANT and think you
deserve a smoke-free environment, let us know.

Tell us why you want a smoke-free workplace:

http://vvww.freshairmn.org
10 Arts 0 Entertainment

Arts Center was just being finished when he started.
Minne Hall, erected in
1971, came during his second
year at Winona State—long before its recent renovations.
Marcia Schultz may not be
as familiar to the student body,
but her job is just as important.
Her office is tucked away
in the back of the library, where
she orders books and resources.
"I feel fortunate to have a
job that I like," Schultz said.
A lot has changed since
she started at Winona State in
1970.
She said the technology advances have been the biggest

Security
Walski said there are about
350 alcohol violations on campus each year.
He said that doesn't mean
that there isn't a positive side
to the statistic.
Walski said students are
more responsible today than in
the past because the academic
requirements are higher and
students understand that their
current behavior will affect
their future life and their ability to get a career,
When Darrell Krueger
was president, he raised the
academic standards so that
students who came to Winona
State with the sole intent of
partying would be "weeded
out," and only students who
came to learn and prepare for
their future would be able to
stay, said Walski.
To help students protect
themselves and others this
spring, security offers several
tips.
Walski said Winona State

change for her.
"As you get older, you kind
of get set in your ways," Schultz said. "I remember cataloguing things by hand. I've got to
learn a lot on the job."
She said she still enjoys her
work.
Schultz, an obvious free
spirit said, "Life is too short."
She said she can't wait to
get out and ride her Yamaha
650 motorcycle.
Both Palzer and Schultz
credit their best experience at
Winona State to their co-workers.
Palzer said, "No matter
where you work, if you work
with good people, it makes ev-

ery day better."
Schultz said working at the
library has earned her life-long
friends, people she will continue to see past retirement.
"My whole office was
decorated in black. That was
great," Schultz said of the 50th
birthday party her coworkers
threw for her. "It's amazing to
know that people care enough
about you to do something like
that."
Reach Will Maravelas at
WJMarave4836@winona.edu

Continued from Page 1
security will host another
"Blow the Whistle" program.
Reach Lindsey Holl at
This program is a violence LAHoll7636@winona.edu
prevention campaign involving the distribution of whistles r
NMI MIN
I■
and brochures with safety tips ▪ Security Safety
i
for Winona State students.
Tips:
Security distributed about
I
2,000 whistles the last time
they did this activity, he said.
• Travel with friends
Walski said it also helps if
or classmates when- I
students keep their eyes open
ever possible,
to crime.
• Avoid dark, remote
He encourages everyone .
locations.
to use their heads and follow
• Walk close to the I
the basic rules because incurb.
nocent people can get sucked
I • Use Code Blue poles
into problems.
I
when in danger.
He said some may even
become victims.
I • Always lock your car
Walski also encourages I and your residence
women to travel in groups and 1 doors.
to never leave a friend behind, I • If you think you're
especially at bars or parties.
being followed, walk
He said there are some
to populated areas,
men that only target drunk
I
•
Always park in wellwomen, and places like parties
and bars make it easy for them . lit areas.
to do so.
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Winona holds Earth Day festivities
Swadhinta Baral
WINONAN
Winona State University's
recreation department, the City
of Winona Park and Recreation
Department and Winona County Environmental Services are
celebrating Earth Day 2006
on April 22 in Kryzsko Commons.
The event, called "Earth
Day 2006: Living Lightly on
the Land," will offer events
ranging from speakers to educational activities for children.
The celebration will culminate with the Procession of
the Earth, a free event in which
everyone is welcome.
"The main focus of 'Living
Lightly on the Land' will be
solar energy use," said Kelsey
Van Ordstrand, one of the representatives of Winona State's
recreation department.
Van Ordstrand said solar
energy use symbolizes living
lightly on the land.
Earth Day celebrations will
also try to make people aware
of solar energy's advantages.
To educate people, the
group has scheduled several
speakers.
Ryan Hunt, chemical engineer for Microbrewery;
Jay Edens, Director of Rural
Renewable Energy Alliance;
Brian Ross, co-founder of CR
planning; John Borman, lawyer and James Reidy, Winona
State professor, will attend.
Earth Day is not just for
adults.
Van Ordstrand said chil-

dren may have fun planting
different crops and wearing
costumes.
She added that various
vendors and exhibitors also
will display their materials.
Exhibitions will range from
Habitat for Humanity to a wind
project, from the Great River
Shakespeare Festival exhibits
to local recreational opportunities, from Honda Motorwerks
to rain barrels, from CSA
(Feather Stone)to from landscape design, from products of
simple living to land stewardship projects, from Mississippi
Valley Archeology Center to
the Bluff Country Co-op and
many more.
Organizing Earth Day presentations has taken extensive
time and cooperation.
"Several people from park
and recreation department, Winona County Environmental
Services and 27 students of the
Winona State Recreation Program class have been working hard for days and nights to
organize this event," said Van
Ordstrand. "The Recreation
Program class has been holding workshops every week for
two hours."
Van Ordstrand said the
work is worth it, though, because participants hope to
teach others more about Earth
Day and the benefits of solar
energy.
Van Ordstrand said students might gain knowledge
of solar energy use and other
environmental issues that they
may be unaware of.

She added that the students
can learn by having fun in the
event, as there are activities
that will be both educational
and entertaining.
Ryan Hunt will cover the
processes used to produce biodiesel, and he will have his biodiesel fueled vehicle on hand
for people to test drive.
Van Ordstrand also said if
anyone is interested in forming a cooperative to distribute
bio diesel in Winona, then they
should attend Ryan's Earth Day
workshop, entitled Iliodiesel
101.'
"Earth Day 2006: Living
Lightly on the Land" is scheduled for April 22 from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
Reach Swadhinta Baral at
SBara13530@winona.edu

• • • • •
Seen a bad movie
recently? Want to
warn others about
it?
The Winonan is seeking a movie critic for the
2006-2007 school year.
If interested, pick up an
application at the Winonan office in the lower
hyphen of Kryzsko CornmonS.
• •• • • •

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
The Flying Foot Forum, a Minneapolis-based
dance and theatre ensemble, visited Winona
State Wednesday, April 12. They held lectures
and workshops on vocal percussion, drumming and percussive dance.

Erik's favorite TV on DVD

Erik McClanahan
WINONAN

Seeing as though April is
such a weak month for moviegoers, with few interesting
projects currently playing at
theaters, your friend and faithful film critic came up with a
list of the best television shows
available on DVD.
And the list goes, in no
specific order:

"The Sopranos"
Probably the closest a television series has ever come to true
art. Watching Tony Soprano deal
with his "family" problems has
made for some of the best, and
most unpredictable, television
ever shown on the tube. Seasons
one through five are all available
on DVD, and the final sixth season is currently playing on HBO
Sundays at 8:00 p.m.

See DVD, page 13

BAKER'S HELPER WANTED!
No EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

MONDAY - FRIDAY 2AM - 6AM
FROSTING DONUTS AND
PREPARING ORDERS
PICK UP APPLICATION IN THE STORE!

Bloedow Bakery 451 Broadway St (507) 452-3682

Oa) k 4466

Arts g Futertainmont 11
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UPAC Presents...
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Ticketmaste i
LaCrosse Center
Hardt's Music
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DVD

Continued from Page 11

KILLER EPISODE: ' Epi :
sodes 12 and 13 from season
two are filled with surprises
and memorable hits on familiar
characters.
"Entourage"
HBO does it again with this
outstanding series about Vincent Chakse' 0.drihn Grenid),
the next big Hollywood superstar, and his pals from Queens
that make up his crew. There's
Turtle (Jerry Ferrara), who's
along for the ride; Vince's hasbeen actor older brother Johnny "Drama" (played by Kevin
Dillon in the role he was born
to play) and Eric (Kevin Connolly), Vince's best friend and
manager. KILLER EPISODE:
Tough to pick, but my favorites
are the fifth (with a guest spot
from a nearly unrecognizable
Val Kilmer) episode from season one or the season two highlight in which the group goes
to a bar mitzvah for Vince's
agent (played hilariously by the
scene-stealing Jeremy Piven)
and Turtle and "Drama" look
for food in a pot-induced hunger.
"Curb Your Enthusiasm" and
"Seinfeld"
While these two shows are
different, they have similar humor. "Seinfeld" was about the
hilarious day-to-day misadventures of Jerry, Elaine, George
and Kramer. "Curb" is about
"Seinfeld" creator Larry David (playing himself) and his
daily life in Hollywood as he
tries to be a good person, but
always manages to be a bad
one. KILLER EPISODE: For
"Seinfeld," the most memorable episode is when George,
posing as a marine biologist to
impress a woman, miraculously saves a beached whale. The
best "Curb" episode I've seen
is when Larry and his wife attend a dinner party at the house
of a former porn star.
"Family Guy"

and

"The

Simpsons"
The "Simpsons" has been
my favorite show since I can
remember, and even though
"Family Guy" steals many of
its plots from "Simpsons," it
remains hilariously off-thewall. KILLER EPISODE: The
all-time classic, masterpiece
"SinkonS"• episode` can be
found on the season two DVD,
in which Homer inadvertently
skateboards down the Springfield gorge, only to fall down
it again after his ambulance
crashes into a tree. "Family
Guy" series high point is episode 20 on season two, in which
Lois discovers Peter's talent for
the piano while inebriated.
"Arrested Development"
The hilarious exploits of
the Bluth family serve as part
satire, part parable of presentday American families and corporate shenanigans. Every character is meaningful, and it's one
of the few sitcoms where plot
matters. KILLER EPISODE:
Season two, episode six; Gob
alienates employees with his
comments about his "$3,500
suit," Buster learns the crane
game,instead of going into the
military and Michael learns the
true meaning of the song "Afternoon Delight." Brilliant.
"Chappelle's Show"
The funniest man in show
business made the smartest,
most memorable sketch show.
It is truly a shame that the show
is finished, Out as long as Chappelle stays in the comedy game
we can all be thankful. KILLER EPISODE: My favorite is
episode 10 from season two,
when Chappelle reenactments
P Diddy's "Making the Band"
and Chappelle's version of
"Sesame Street," called Kneehigh Park.
Reach Erik McClanahan at
EMMcClan1841@winona.edu
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Prepare for
business in
t e global erg
Earn your MASTER'S i

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS
y he 21st century is complex and
demanding, requiring unique skills and
knowledge to compete in today's global
marketplace. To meet this demand, our
MIB program is designed to enable graduates
to analyze and adapt to the diverse and
dynamic business and cultural environment.

• 'Complete your master's degree
in 16 months
• 'Gain experience through
an international field study
in Europe and Asia
• 'Learn diverse perspectives
from a multinational
student cohort
• 'Receive individual attention
with small class sizes

11
Saint Mar 's
University
1

OF MINNESOTA

evelop the skills you
need to succeed—enroll now to earn your
MIB
.\\

For more information, contact
Jay Skranka, Program Director

507-457-6696
or 800-635-5987, Ext.6696
e-mail: jskranka@smumn.edu
Winona, Minnesota

www.smu mn .edu
er 3111E011

The Perspective: Why Warrior?

Scott Swanoii
Sports Editor
"Go Warriors" is a common
phrase heard around Winona
State University, especially
during a football game at Maxwell Field or a basketball game
in McCown Gymnasium.
Whether it's a t-shirt, a poster
or a crowd chanting at an athletic event, the school's mascot,
the "Warrior," is an ever-present term at Winona State.
This has not always been the
case.
The "Warrior" has only been
Winona State's official mascot for a little over half of the
school's existence.
Winona State was founded
in 1858, but it wasn't until 1936

that the term "Warrior" had any the "Eagles," the "Pedowins,"
official connection to the uni- the "Werewolves" and the
"Wizards."
versity.
The association conducted
Before 1936, Winona State
fans used self-made names a first round of voting and
the three lowest names were
when referring to their team.
Some of the unofficial nick- dropped. The Werewolves,
names included "Peds," "Teach- Eagles and Warriors were the
ers," "Purple" ,and "Normals." ;three finalists. Eventually, the
The term "Peds" was an name "Warriors" won over
abbreviation of pedagogues, "Werewolves" by a small majority.
which means teachers.
The Winona RepublicanFinally, in 1932, a Winonan reporter covering a foot- Herald newspaper didn't beball game with the Moorhead gin calling the football and
Dragons decided Winona State basketball teams the Warriors
needed a formal nickname. The until the early 1940's. Up until
reporter declared that he would that point, the Republican-Herald primarily referred to Wistart using "Warriors."
At that point, the nickname nona State athletic teams as the
was still not official. That didn't "Teachers," the "Teds" and the
happen until four years later.
"Purple."
It is hard to determine exactAccording to the Oct. 17,
1936 issue of the Winonan, the ly why those voters decided to
matter of deciding upon an of- give Winona State the Warrior
ficial nickname was brought mascot—the Winonan does not
before a student association on specify—but it is undeniable
that it was an important deciOct. 7, 1936.
"Warrior" was one of six sion in the university's history.
possible nicknames. The other
at
Reach
Scott
choices were the "Windians," SDSwanso3092@winona.edu

Put Some Class Into
Your Sumner!
In the 'Twin. Cities this summer
and need a college course?
Check out what's available at.
C,Iertnity College_
NOWINVW-Centlpiry.ledts

Education.
Lower Tuition.
Stammer Classes begiri.
May 15 and June 26

CenturyCallege
White Rear Lake, Minnesota.
651-779:-.33.00
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fibber-Jabber:
Where will theTwins
finish in the
Central Division?

Eds. Note: Sports reporter
John Huggenvik and editor
Scott Swanson are debating the
current Brett Favre situation.
Scott: The Twins will take
third in the AL Central this
year.
Finally, the division is looking tough. With the defending
John Huggenvik
champion Chicago White Sox
Sports Reporter
and the improving Cleveland
Indians, you have two teams
the Twins will have a difficult perior to Minnesota's.
time staying even with.
Furthermore, the Indians
I like the off-season acquisi- have a much better offense than
tion of Luis Castillo, but other the Twins, top to bottom.
than that, the Twins didn't do
Travis Hafner is the type
much to improve the team— of player the Twins have desand they lost Jacque Jones, perately needed for the last 14
who was one of their better of- years. He already has seven
fensive players.
home runs this year and last
John: The White Sox are season he batted .305 while
going to be tough to beat. Fine, belting 33 home runs.
I will concede that even though
John: The Twins have
it makes me physically ill to say done more with less, though.
so, I think the White Sox'might In four Central Division titles,
win the Central Division again. the Twins took a bunch of no
However, the Twins are go- names and put together a selfing to be a close second, maybe less team oriented approach to
even first. The Indians have baseball.
what for pitching, Jake WestLast season they started to
brook?
get away from that, relying
After that, their five-man ro- more on individual talent. That
tation is Cliff Lee, Paul Byrd, hurt them.
Jason Johnson and Fausto
Whichever team plays best
Carmona. Not the caliber you as a team and has the pieces that
would look for from a team that fit within the system is going to
is going to lead the division. I win the Central Division.
am not arguing the Twins are
If the White Sox or the Inmuch better, but it is easier to dians or the Twins get the New
argue why something isn't true York Yankees mentality of buythan why it is.
ing talent—then they will be in
Scott: Watch what you say trouble.
about the Indians pitching rotaReach
Scott
at
tion. Jake Westbrook and Cliff SDSwanso3092@winona.
Lee are two of the best young edu, reach John at
pitchers in the game AND you JAHuggen4108@winona.edu
are forgetting about their ace.
Once C.C. Sabathia returns,
Cleveland's rotation will be su-

The Gamekillers

OBITUARIES

April 2006

&intIC-Writ
Peter Moyse

Joe Magner
Rashid Theodore

(fente

Ross Barton

Andy Titter

Mike Choi

the Sharleece lane, but instead he got

when there's a language barrier. Peter

Judd Engelbrecht

caught in The Bailer full-court trap. And

was about to go for broke, offering to

before he knev!, it, Ticlerana iThe

Balled

41-each

theme the nleal4ing of his fakidrite

when men get off to a great start with

were re-enacting Detroit vs. Indiana

(and only) French term: menage a trois,

a girl at a club, they soon expect to

2005. Andy Tider, you are the first

when fate dealt him a cruel blow,- for in

find themselves suavely working that

player to turn on easy layup into a

walked The Gamekiller, The Balladeer.

woman's torso into a tangle on the

personal foul. Somewhere up there,

A walking repository of meter and

dance Floor. (With particular attention

Andy Tider, Wilt is laughing.

rhyme, The Balladeer is more than a

paid to the rubbing of the palms, the

pair of ripped denim jeans and an

elbow's, and of course the occasional

unruly haircut. For as any music groupie

posterior.) But, Rashid's case was

would attest—especially those who

peculiar, and no matter how fluid

could care less about lyrics—a song

his conversational flow was flowing,

sung is like eight octaves better than

say simply, "The limo, my lady, awaits ."
Leaving

Choi feeling philanthropic

only it Glen, the gepiol bartender .

MAGNER, Joe, Acton, MA

his game saw no moment towards

one spoken. Peter could have kept his

ElsIGELBRECHT, Judd, Brainerd, MN

It is with great sadness that we mark

the aforementioned dancing routine,

game alive if he'd just kept his co‹.-.)1.

Judd's game was proceeding along

the passing of joe Magner's game.

most especially as it pertained to the

But did he? Hell no. He stepped out of

nicely. as it followed closely behind

A game once respected' for its ability

absence of any posterior-knocking.

his game and went all a cappella on

the toned and tanned posterior of

to overcome great resisiance. It was

Instead, Rashid's spicy prospect was-

the foreign beauties. Leaving the girls

his athletic date, Beth, on a bucolic

beginning to show classic signs of

BARTON, Ross, McDonough, GA

with no choice but to nightcap at The

charmingly dismantling the defenses

eye-drift and to none other than, Man .

Approximately at dawn or sometime

Balladeer's house where he delighted

of San Francisco. When all of a

of a bubbly blonde sorority girl,

Candy, the sugar-sweet confection of

'early like that last Saturday morning

them to his latest chart-topping track,

sudden something punctured Beth's

Gamekiller revered for his talents

marked the death of Ross „Barton's

beside them, 'intently watching their.

at topping cherries like Rashid's lady

game. Which came as some surprise

conversation. Alas, this person was

in the process of doing iust that;

when Joe turned and saw someone

"Just the Three of Us."

mountain bike ride through the hills

tire, leaving it and subsequently Judci's
game, gasping for air. For, while Judd

friend, And indeed, another game

to Ross who thought for sure he was

tried to repair the tube, along the path

a Gamekiller, and none other than

met its demise, as it is also a generally

in the process of scoring at Club

came The Gamekiller who has never

the over-educated, pseudo academic,

accepted rule amongst women that

Voidance with a gorgeous pixie-rover

consulted the thesaurus, known simply

candy is the truest way to a woman's

named BunnyFlower. But such is the

as Early Man. And, as all damsels

heart.

fate of any man who tries to score

in distress will do, while Judd tried in

life is using his enormous brainpower

while in the chill out room of a rave,

vain to remove her tire from the wheel

knower of everything, known . as 10.
The Gamekiller whose sole pleasure in
to extricate girls lust likejoes. And so

especially if that chill out room is

frame, she gradually grew weary af

• it was that IQ quickly and seamlessly

inhabited by the cuddly teddy-bear

his laundry list of excuses and began

steered the conversation to the

of a soul otherwise known as The

dilemma of quasi existentialism. Joe

Gamekiller, Sensitivo. For as cute as

CHOI, Mike, Queen, NY

asked if the conversation was for real.

rave. girls can be in a pair of neon

The once valiant game of Mike Choi

mold, but whose biceps require their

Setting himself up for an intellectual

purple pajamas, it is best not to tell

died this past weekend at a charming

own zip code. And before Judd could

pummeling. By the time Joe had

them so when they are in the middle of

pub well known to locals as a killer

say, "Uh, Beth I thought we were on

finished Struggling, lo hold onto IQ'S

wondering why the Earth doesn't orbit

pick-up scene. The evening had begun

a date here,' Early Man had picked

to turn her attention to Early Man
whose brain might resemble a slime

around love. Nor is it cool to try to

auspiciously when Choi was asked by

up Beth, perched her on his shoulders,

on the girl. Natura non contristatur,

TIDER, Andy, Teaneck, NJ

cop a feel inside their fuzzy one-piece

a beautiful lass what he did for a living..

and took a caveman-like pride about

Joe. Natura non contristatur.

Andy Tider's game was alive and well.

and pass it off as a momentary lapse

To which, Choi replied convincingly,

showing her each and every hill of

Busting up the place and making the

of depth perception. Nor is it cool to

'Philanthropy' On any other night such

San Francisco, then Sacramento,

ladies say, "Da-am." His game was a

mention that all this music seems to be

a cavalier lie might be rewarded with

then Santa Barbara, and finally, San

fine thing—full of one liners, well-timed

stuck on repeat. And these were just

an equally generous tongue-to-tongue

Diego.

nods and boyish smiles. He was firing

some of the rnany lessons Ross learned

- reciprocation, but on this night, Choi

train of thought, he had lost his hold

smoothly while he talked to a lithe

from Sensitivo, the last of which came

was unaware that within earshot

Obituaries can be created

young American princess named

when Sensitivo took his BunnyFlower

of his gross misrepresentation was

and sent via email to friends
at gamekillers.com

Shorleece. Lines like, "You should be

home at 9 a.m. to, lust, you know,

the Emirate for which the UAE was

called Shar-LACE. Because you're

mellow out and lounge on his warm,.

named after, the financier who prefers

beautiful, and so is lace,' confirmed

velvet comforter,'

currency with his own likeness on it,
The Gamekiller Switzerland calls on

that his game was flying on all
THEODORE, Rashid, New York, NY

cylinders, until along came the future

MOYSE, Peter, Washington, DC

for financial planning, Kash Munni.

Were it not seen by many a witness at

halfoffamer himself, The Bailer. The

This is to mark the demise of Peter

And what a shame it was, to watch

the club, the death of Rashid's game

one Garnekiller with more moves than

Moyse's game. Peter's game had

something as genuinely humanitarian

would remain a mystery befitting one

a nomad. Andy Tider could have.kept

been happily working on a pair, of

as Choi's definition of philanthropy die

of the many crime scene investigators

his cool, could have shrugged off The

foreign exchange students. Well

a quick death at the 24-Carat gold

portrayed nightly on television sets,

Ballet's play for his girl with a simple

aware that there's so much that can be

watch laden wrist of Kash Munni who

For it is a generally accepted truth that

pump fake to the bar and a drive to

misinterpreted as charming end witty

needed only to turn it over once and

Keep Your Coal. Axe Dry.
02006 UNILEVER
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i<ing breaks record Men and women tennis split

ADAM STANEK
rANONAN

State junior Gretchen Harty
took first for the second week
in a row. Harty's leap of 38 feet,
Emily King broke Winona 2 inches provisionally qualified
State University's all-time her for the national meet.
In the pole vault, Winona
hammer throw at the UW-Eau
State junior Bria Magnuson
Claire Open.
King's 52.21-meter toss se- picked up a second place finish
cured a school record, first place with an 11-3 leap.
Magnuson has finished third
in the meet and a provisional
qualification for the NCAA Di- or better in the pole vault in all
of the outdoor meets this seavision II National meet.
In all, three Warriors picked son.
"She is doing really well,"
up victories, including a first
and second place finish in the Rebarchek said. "She is clearing higher heights than she was
hammer throw.
"This was a really good last season."
Rebarchek said that Magnumeet," Winona State coach
Mason Rebarchek said. "It's all son is just two centimeters short
about getting better every week from provisionally qualifying
and we did that this week." for the national meet.
Nikki Lonning, who finished In the 400 relay, the Warsecond in the hammer throw riors finished in second with a
(49.10 meters), also provision- time of 49.65. Harty, Lisowski,
ally qualified for the national Nicki Olson and Brittany Reinmeet. bolt all ran for the Warriors.
Picking up a victory for Winona State's next meet
the Warriors in the 100-meter will be at the Panther Twilight
dash was freshman Samantha in Cedar Falls, Iowa on SaturLisowski (12.77 seconds). day, April 22.
In the triple jump, Winona

Standing out
for the Warriors in the 7-2
loss to Truman
State was Michele Bailey.
Bailey came up
with a 7-5, 1-6,
10-6 win at No.
1 singles and
then teamed
with Ilona Bes
for the other
Winona State
win, an 8-6 victory at No. 1
doubles.
In the 63 win over
Mankato State,
Bailey notched
Doug Suudin/WINONAN
two
more wins
Winona State's Holly Peltier hits a forehand
during a home match. Peltier has been
for the Warplaying No. 6 singles for the Warriors.
riors, at No. 1
singles and No.
MANKATO, Minn.—The
1
doubles
paired
with Bes.
Winona State University womOther singles wins came from
en's tennis team lost to Truman
Bes
(No. 2 singles), and Megan
State but rebounded with a win
Hertz
(No. 3 singles).
over Minnesota State Mankato.

The Warriors swept doubles
as Hertz and Laura Hobert won
at No. 2 doubles and Maggie
Lindquist and Holly Peliter
won at No. 3 doubles.
The Winona State men's tennis team split a pair of matches
in Mankato over the weekend.
The Warriors lost to Truman
State 5-4 but defeated Minnesota State Mankato 6-3 to pull
their overall record to 15-8.
No. 1 singles player Gage
Davidson went 3-0 on the weekend, notching a pair of singles
wins and a doubles win.
Against Truman, Davidson
notched the lone singles victory
for Winona State. The Warriors
swept the doubles matches, but
it wasn't enough to defeat the
Bulldogs.
The Warriors took five of six
singles matches in the win over
Mankato.
Winona will travel to North
Dakota this weekend for the
North Central Conference
Tournament.

The Week in Warrior Athletics
A glance back at the week that was and
a peek at the week ahead
BASEBALL

Strengthening your personal skills is not the only
benefit of joining the Army. You can also receive
cash bonuses and money for college. If you qualify,
you can receive a $20,000 Enlistment Bonus, $65,000
College Loan Repayment or $70,000 from the Army
College Fund. rind out more at GOARMY.0041 or

Learn how to
REPAY
your COLLEGE
LOANS call
507-454-0990

1-800-USA-ARMY.

' When: 1215 Gilmore Ave., Winona, MN
When: Monday-Friday, 9a.m.-6p.m.
Who: Staff Sergeant Troy Thompson

SOFTBALL (29-9-1, 6-0) TRACK AND FIELD

Tues., April 11: Win, 5-1;
Fri., April 14: Winona
(23-10, 13-1)
Wed., April 12: Win, 8-5; Loss, Win, 3-0 vs. Concordia-St. Paul State tallied three first place.
Thurs., April 13: Win, 9-3;
finishes in the 2006 Blugold
6-4 at St. Cloud State
Thurs., April 13: Win, 19-2; Win, Loss, 5-4 (10) vs. North Dakota Open
Fri., April 14: Win, 9-1;
UPCOMING MEETS:
10-5 at UM-Crookston
Loss, 5-4 (9) vs. South Dakota
Sat., April 22: Panther
Fri., April 14: Win, 20-0; Win,
23-1 at UM-Crookston
Tues., April 18 vs. Parkside Classic at Cedar Falls, Iowa
(2) after Winonan went to press
UPCOMING GAMES:
WOMEN'S GOLF
UPCOMING GAMES:
Wed., April 19 at NebraskaFri./Sat., April 14-15: Took
Thurs., April 20 at Southwest
Omaha (2)
seventh
place in the SMSU
Sat., April 22 vs. Wayne State (2) Minnesota State (2)
Invite
Sun., April 23 vs. Wayne State (2) Sat., April 22 vs. Bemidji
UPCOMING:
State; vs. UM-Crookston
MENS TENNIS (15 8)
Thurs., April 20: SMU
Sun.,
April
23
vs.
Northern
Sat., April 15: Loss, 5-4 vs. TruSpring Invitational.
State;
vs.
MSU-Moorhead
man State
April 22-23: Maverick
Sat., April 15: Win, 6-3 vs. Min- WOMENS TENNIS
Invitational
(11 7)
nesota State Mankato
MEN'S GOLF
Sat., April 15: Loss, 7-2 vs.
UPCOMING:
Mon., April 10: Took
Thurs., April 20: North Central Truman State; Win, 6-3 vs.
second place at the Minnesota
Minnesota State Mankato
Conference tournament in Grand
State Invitational
Forks, N.D.
UPCOMING:
April 22-23: NSIC Championships
-

-

U.S.ARMY)

Warriors display offensive fireworks in Crookston
homeruns this season.
Aside from the offensive
fireworks, the Warriors also
turned in strong pitching and
defensive performances. The
Warriors committed just 2 errors—both in game two over
the four-game stretch.
The Warrior's pitchers reChandler MacLean
corded a total of 52 strikeouts,
WINONAN
along
with
Heading into the season, the
t w o
Winona State University basecomball team had some lingering
plete
doubts about its offense. The
games.
Warriors graduated their top
Sethree players in home runs and
niors
runs scored, in addition to four
Josh
of their top five RBI leaders
Schultz
Ruff
from last season.
a n d
The Warriors ended any specJade
ulation about their offensive Boettcher, sophomore Bryan
fire power this past weekend Ruff and junior Brad Bjerke got
in a decisive four-game sweep the starts and the wins for the
over Minnesota-Crookston (0- Warriors pitching staff.
18, 0-10).
Ruff edged out Bjerke for
The Warriors scored 19, 10, the top pitching performance.
20 and 23 runs in the four wins Ruff struck out 17 of 21 batfor a total of 72 runs in the pair ters while allowing just one hit
of away doubleheaders. The in a complete game 20-0 game
Warriors (23-10, 13-1) belted three victory.
17 homeruns and tallied 69
Ruff earned NSIC Pitcher of
hits.
the Week Honors to sweep the
Ben Barrone led a host of weekly conference awards for
Warriors with strong offensive the Warriors along with Barperformances.
rone.
The junior batted .533 with
Bjerke started in the series
four homers, 12 RBIs and eight finale and went the distance,
runs notching 15 strikeouts while
scored. surrendering just two hits in the
Bar - 23-1 Warriors win.
rone did
Schultz started the semuch ries opening 19-2 win, while
of his Boettcher started game two, a
damage 10-5 Warriors win.
4,5,/
in the
"All facets of the game came
third together this week," said Wingame ona State pitching coach Chris
Barrone
of the Carlsen. "It was a huge week
series, for us."
as he blasted three homers (inThe Warriors hit the road for
cluding a grand-slam) and fin- a double-header at Nebraskaished with eight RBIs in the Omaha on Wednesday before re20-0 route.
turning home for a pivotal fourThe Dover, Minn. native game series against conference
was named Northern Sun In- leader and three-time defendtercollegiate Conference Player ing NSIC conference champion
of the Week and now has 10

Warriors set for
a weekend home
showdown with
Northern Sun rival
Wayne State

Wayne State
(26-8, 14-0).
Despite
Wayne State's
perfect conference record, the Warriors are just
a game back
of the Wildcats for first
place in what
has become a
two-team race
for the NSIC
regular season
championship.
Both teams
are playing
top-caliber
ball and the series will likely
determine
the eventual
!Mgt
conference
champion. In
a match-up of
such talented
teams, the outcomes will be
close and are
likely to be
determined by
which team
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
out-plays the
A
Winona
State
baseball
player
scoops
up
the
ball.
The
Warriors have won
other.
nine of their last 10 games.
"It's
going to come down to the little
things," Carlsen said. "Both
teams bat well and both teams
pitch well."
The Warriors showed this
weekend that they could also
win by executing some bigger parts of the game—long
homeruns and high strikeout
tallies.
Either way, expect an entertaining home series for the
Warriors this weekend with the
conference title on the line.
After the crucial four-game
series with Wayne State, Winona State will travel to Duluth
April 26 for a doubleheader
with the Bulldogs.
Call
at
Reach
Chandler
452-9292
CLMaclea9357@winona.edu
for details
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Planning to quit smoking after college? The odds are against you.
Research shows most students who say they'll quit smoking right after college...can't.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN

Streaking Warriors have won 13 of 15
Only two
losses during
streak came in
extra inning
contests
John Huggenvik
WINONAN
Chelsea Rosenow, this
week's Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference Player of the
Week, had a bittersweet home
stand for the Winona State University softball team.
Rosenow, a sophomore, batted .450 over the six games
the Warriors played last week,
driving in eight runs and scoring five runs.
Rosenow also hit two home
runs, including
a gametying
solo
shot
in the
bottom
of the
seventh
• Rosenow
inning
in the
_Fitcap against the University
ol-North Dakota.
The one thing that would
have made the week better was
the near-home run Rosenow hit
in the 10th inning of the game.
North Dakota took a 5-4 lead
in the top of the 10th thanks to
its free runner on second base.

18 Sports

Rosenow came to bat in the
bottom half of the inning with
one out and hit a sharp line drive
that would have easily carried
the centerfield fence, however,
Fighting Sioux centerfielder
Casie Hanson made a spectacular catch as she crashed through
the barrier to record the second
out and hold the Warriors gifted
runner to third.
"Chelsea struggled a little
bit in the first game (of the
North Dakota doubleheader),"
Winona State coach Greg Jones
said. "She was mentally tough
enough to hang in and hit the
ball hard like that in the second
game. She hit it out again; that
girl just got out there and made
the catch."
Rosenow is leading the Warriors in batting average among
players with 10 or more starts.
She has hit .384 to date and has
played in all but two games.
She is also tied for second in
both walks (11) and runs-batted-in (29).
The Warriors won their first
and only home games of the
season on April 11 against Consordia- St.
Paul.
In the
most
recent
NCAA
Division
II regional
S tannis
poll, the
Golden
Bears were ranked No. 10 in the
North Central region. The War-

riors followed up the
wins by splitting both
of their doubleheaders Thursday, April
13 against North Dakota and Friday with
South Dakota.
Each of the two
losses went into extra
innings after a timely
hit in the late innings
helped Winona State
tie the game.
Jenny Stannis, the
NSIC Pitcher of the
Week, improved her
own.record to 14-4 for
the Warriors thanks to
three wins over the
week. She allowed
three earned runs in
three complete-game
appearances, where
she struck out 13 batters and issued only
three walks.
Sarah Carlson was
a one-woman wrecking crew against
North Dakota in the
first game of the two,
hitting two home runs
Doug Sundin/W1NON AN
and drawing two free
Winona State catcher Sarah Carlson m akes a play at the plate during
passes to first by way an April 13 game against North Dakota. Carlson hit two home runs in
of the walk.
the first part of a double header agains t the Fighting Sioux.
"I guess I can't rehits (36).
nonan went to press before any
ally complain," said Carlson,
Next up for the Warriors of those games were final.
Winona State's career home is an NSIC showdown with
• This coming weekend pits
run leader. "The more impor- Southwest Minnesota State the' North vs. the South in the
tant thing was that we got the University. The MuStangs were NS IC Northern Crossover,
things done. We needed to win 4-Q in conference play at the be- hosted by Bemidji State, where
that one."
ginning of the week and hosted the Warriors will play all but
Carlson is leading the War- Wayne State Tuesday, April 11. the final two games of their
riors in home runs (7), on-base
The Warriors played two conference schedule.
percentage (.507) and walks more nonconference games
Reach
John
at
(30). She is third in runs scored against Wisconsin-Parkside
JAHuggen4108@winona.edu
(24), and RBIs (27) and fifth in Tuesday, April 18, but the Wi,

41'
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...ttoregv,r:
'AS LONG A, WE HAVE

DESiGNATED SMOKING L UNGE„ IT SHULD 'T BE A PROBLEM, '
— Paul von Hindenburg

----Th
"S 'RE, HE'S
A BIT
TEMPERAMENTAL
BUT I'LL BE
QUEEN!"

KATRERINE 140WARD;;...rifth

"I'LL QUIT SMOKING WHEN I GRADUATE."
— Lifelong Smoker

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT
MOST STUDENTS WHO
SAY THEY'LL QUIT SMOKING
AFTER COLLEGE CANT.

New-y
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